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Starting Out Right 
Anyone can become an amateur astronomer. There 
are no requirements other than a passion for the 
night sky. You can pursue this passion with as much 
or li le effort as you desire. Many amateurs just en-
joy looking up to the heavens on a clear night and 
poin ng out the bright stars and imaginary shapes 
of the constella ons. Others enjoy scanning the sky 
with binoculars and nothing else. The goal for many 
in this wonderous hobby is to purchase a telescope 
and take a closer look at the Moon, planets, and 
deep sky objects. 
 
The goal of the Introduc on to Amateur Astronomy 
lecture series is to get you started off on the right 
foot. No one will punish you if you skip over the pre-
scribed steps to a telescope, but this o en leads to 
disappointment, frustra on, and wasted money. If 
you educate yourself in the basic principles of as-
tronomy, become acquainted with the bright stars 
and major constella ons of each season, and learn 
to locate objects with binoculars then you’ll get 
much more joy out of your telescope - and, along 
the way, you’ll know which one is best for you! 

larger a telescope’s aperture the more light it will 
collect and provide brighter images, and resolve fin-
er detail. In general, you should buy the largest ap-
erture telescope which fits your portability and 
budget requirements. 
 
For Example: A globular star cluster such as M13 is 
nearly unresolved through a 4-inch aperture tele-
scope at a magnifica on of 150× but with an 8-inch 
aperture telescope at the same power, the star clus-
ter is 16 mes more brilliant, stars are separated 
into dis nct points and the cluster itself is resolved 
to the core. 
 
Aperture directly relates to light-gathering power,  
the ability of a telescope to collect light. This can be 
expressed mathema cally by using the area of a cir-
cle (using its diameter instead of radius): 

Telescope Terminology 
 
Aperture 
If any one thing affects the overall performance of a 
telescope the most, it is aperture: the diameter of 
the objec ve lens or primary mirror specified in ei-
ther inches, cen meters (cm), or millimeters (mm). 
You know how professional observatories are al-
ways a er bigger telescopes? That's because the 

To compare the rela ve light-gathering powers 
(LGP) of two telescopes, the ra o of their diameters 
can be calculated by: 

For Example: How much more light will a 10-meter 
telescope (one of the world’s largest) collect than a 
common amateur 10-inch (0.25m) telescope? 

Angular resolu on (or resolving power) is the ability 
of a telescope to reveal fine detail. The angular reso-
lu on α, in arcseconds, equals 11.6 divided by the 
telescope diameter expressed in cen meters.  

more light! 



For Example:  What is the angular resolu on of a 10-
inch (25cm) telescope? 

Focal Length 
A telescope’s focal length is the distance (usually 
expressed in millimeters), in an op cal system, from 
the lens (or primary mirror) to the point where the 
telescope is in focus (the focal point). Longer focal 
length telescopes generally have more power, larger 
images, and smaller the fields of view. 
 
For Example: A telescope with a focal length of 
2,000mm has twice the power and half the field of 
view of a 1,000mm telescope. 
 
Magnification 
No other characteris c of telescopes is so widely 
known and yet so misunderstood by most people. 
When beginners ask, "What's the power of this tele-
scope?" we explain that the ques on is like asking a 
car salesman, "What's the speed of this automo-
bile?". The car might, if pushed, do 90 or 120 mph, 
but does this really ma er? 
 
The magnifica on of a telescopes is variable and is 
determined by the focal length of the telescope and 
the focal length of the eyepiece: 

A diffrac on fringe (or airy disk) is a blurred fringe 
surrounding any image and caused by the wave 
proper es of light. This is what limits the theore cal 

resolu on of a telescope. 
Because of this, no image 
detail smaller than the fringe 
can be seen unless you use a 
larger aperture telescope. 
 
Of course, no telescope will 
ever be able to reach its the-

ore cal resolu on thanks to seeing ― a term used 
by astronomers to rate the steadiness or turbulence 
of the atmosphere. When the atmosphere is un-
steady, producing blurred images, the seeing is said 
to be poor. A related term is transparency, which 
refers to the clarity of the sky. The more transparent 
the sky, the more stars you can see. 
 
Transparency is generally best a er a surface cold 
front/low pressure system moves through the re-
gion and surface high pressure builds in. Typically 
the air mass accompanying surface high pressure is 
cooler, drier, and more stable. 
  
However, many mes, especially during the fall, 
winter, and spring the upper air pa ern with this 
situa on may have the jet stream in close proximity 
(within 300 miles), thereby causing poor seeing con-
di ons due to turbulence in the upper atmosphere. 
  
In addi on, the local effects of strong radia onal 
cooling, especially an hour or two a er sunset, can 
contribute to poor seeing within the lower atmos-
phere despite very clear condi ons. 
  
Depending on how much moisture is in the air, the 
forma on of dew, frost, and/or fog can also become 
a problem for observing. If early evening dew points 
are above the forecast lows for a given night, and 
clear skies and light winds favor decent radia onal 
cooling, then dew, frost or fog will likely form.  

For Example: A 10mm eyepiece is being used with a 
telescope 2,500mm in focal length. What is the 
magnifica on? 

As power increases, image brightness and sharpness 
decrease rapidly. Half the power, four mes the 
brightness. Twice the power, one-fourth the bright-
ness. This is a basic law of op cs. 
 
With lower powers, you see brighter, sharper imag-
es and cover a larger area. It is easier to find your 
target, vibra on is less troublesome, and things usu-
ally look more detailed. Experienced observers 
know this, and usually use the lowest power availa-



ble most of the me. Higher powers are quite useful 
for viewing small and distant objects like planets 
and double stars. Most observers have a selec on of 
eyepieces to match the objects they are viewing. 
 
The general magnifica on limit is 50× per inch of 
aperture, or 2 mes the aperture in millimeters.  For 
example, the maximum magnifica on of a 10-inch 
telescope is 500×. Please note that this is merely a 
guideline and assumes pris ne condi ons.  The max-
imum magnifica on is highly dependent on the sky 
condi ons and quality of your telescope. 
 
There’s also a limit to the minimum magnifica on a 
telescope can work at. The rule here is to mul ply 
your telescope’s focal ra o by 7. For example, an f/5 
refractor will not be able to reach focus with an eye-
piece of 35mm in focal length or longer. 
 
Focal Ratio 
The mysterious “f” number is really quite simple.  It 
is the same number used by photographers, and re-
fers to the focal length divided by the aperture of 
the telescope. Photographically, the lower the focal 
ra o the “faster” it will be. 
 
For Example: A telescope with a 2,500mm focal 
length and an aperture of 10-inches (250mm) has a 
focal ra o of 10 (2500/250 = 10). This is wri en as 
f/10. 
 
Smaller f/numbers result in wider fields of view and 
lower magnifica on, best suited for nebulae, galax-
ies, and many other deep sky objects. Medium focal 
ra os (f/8 to f/11) can be used for low or high-
power applica ons by switching eyepieces. 

Telescope Types 
 
Refractors 
The familiar long tube, with lenses in front and the 
eyepiece in back, has in modern mes evolved into 
two dis nctly different kinds of telescopes, achro-
ma c and apochroma c. 

When white light passes through a lens, its cons tu-
ent colors are refracted at different angles. This re-
sults in blue or orange halos around bright objects 
like the Moon, planets, and stars. These halos are 
referred to as a secondary spectrum, with the over-
all effect known as chroma c aberra on. It plagued 
the first refractors. One early solu on was to make 
refractors with tremendously long focal lengths, 
which helped mask this effect. 
 
Achroma c refractors use two lens elements to 
help reduce chroma c aberra on. One element is a 
concave lens composed of Flint glass, with the other 
being a convex lens made from crown glass.  Newer 
apochroma c refractors use more exo c lenses like 
extra-low-dispersion (ED) glass or fluorite to com-
pletely eliminate chroma c aberra on. This comes 
at a high price, literally!  Apochromats (apos) are the 
highest cost per inch of aperture out of all telescope 
designs. The good news is that, thanks to compe -

on, costs have come down in recent years. 
 
The astronomical refractor is the same basic type 
commonly seen in department stores, so many be-
ginners may give them a bad rap. This is undeserved 



as even the lower cost achromats from reputable 
makers will perform quite well. 
 
If equipped with a sturdy mount, a small refractor is 
very nice for observing the Moon, planets, many of 
the larger star clusters, nebulae, and so forth. With 
an 45° diagonal, a small astronomical refractor can 
make a very nice terrestrial telescope. When used 
with a standard 90° star diagonal, refractors show a 
le -to-right reversed image. 

Refractor Pros: 
• Easy to use and reliable due to the simplicity of 

design. 

• Li le or no maintenance: 
− Objec ve lens is permanently mounted 

and aligned. 
− Sealed op cal tube reduces image degrad-

ing air currents and protects op cs. 

• High contrast images with no secondary mirror 
or diagonal obstruc on: 

− Excellent for lunar, planetary and binary 
star observing especially in larger aper-
tures and longer focal lengths. 

• Color correc on is good in achroma c designs 
and excellent in apochroma c, fluorite, and ED 
(extra-low-dispersion) designs. 

• Good for distant terrestrial viewing (when used 
with 45° diagonals). 

Refractor Cons: 
• More expensive per inch of aperture than New-

tonians or catadioptrics: 
− The cost and bulk factors limit the prac cal 

useful maximum size of the objec ve to 
small apertures. 

− Less suited for viewing small and faint 
deep sky objects such as distant galaxies 
and nebulae because of prac cal aperture 
limita ons. 

• Heavier, longer and bulkier than equivalent ap-
erture Newtonians and catadioptrics. 

• Difficult to collimate if the op cs are knocked 
out of alignment. 

• Some color aberra on in achroma c designs 
(doublet). 

• Poor reputa on due to low quality imported toy 
telescopes; a reputa on unjus fied when deal-
ing a reputable manufacturer. 

 
Reflectors 
A very popular and economical telescope, the New-
tonian reflector (invented by none other than Sir 
Isaac Newton in 1668) is primarily an astronomical 
instrument.  It uses a concave parabolic primary mir-
ror to collect and focus incoming light onto a flat 
secondary (diagonal) mirror that in turn reflects the 
image out of an opening at the side of the main tube 
and into the eyepiece. 

Simple to manufacturer (many amateurs s ll choose 
to grind their own mirrors), resul ng in the lowest 



cost per inch of aperture of any type of telescope. 
Thus, Newtonians are available in the widest range 
of apertures. 
 
Although heavier and somewhat more difficult to 
transport than similar sized catadioptric telescopes, 
the Newtonian is preferred by many astronomers 
who want large aperture at moderate cost. Six- and 
eight-inch Newtonians are easily carried in an auto-
mobile, and the tube detaches from the moun ng in 
seconds. Newtonians are generally not suited to 
earthly observing, as the image is upside-down. 
 
Newtonians need occasional cleaning and collima-

on (op cal alignment of the primary and secondary 
mirrors), but you can easily do this yourself. Op cal 
performance is excellent. The large aperture makes 
them ideal for deep-space views of galaxies, star 
clusters, and nebulae. The simple op cal design re-
sults in sharp, high-contrast planetary and lunar 
views for longer focal lengths, too. 

• Mid- to longer focal length versions are very 
good for lunar and planetary work. 

• Reasonably compact and portable up to focal 
lengths of 1,000mm. 

• Higher end models are excellent for deep sky 
astrophotography. 

 
Reflector Cons: 

• Generally not suited for terrestrial applica ons. 

• Open op cal tube design allows image-
degrading air currents and air contaminants, 
which over a period of me will degrade the 
mirror coa ngs and cause telescope perfor-
mance to suffer. 

• Slight light loss due to secondary mirror ob-
struc on when compared with refractors. 

• More fragile than refractors or catadioptrics 
and thus require more maintenance (such as 
collima on). Reflectors 6-inches in aperture and 
larger will require collima on each me they 
are used. 

• Suffer from off-axis coma, which is an aberra-
on that makes stars look like comets at the 

edge of the field-of-view.  This can be overcome 
through the use of “coma correctors.” (like the 
ones available from Tele Vue and Baader Plane-
tarium). 

• Large apertures (over 8-inches) are bulky and 
heavy when mounted on German equatorial 
mounts, and tend to be expensive. 

 
Schmidt-Cassegrain (Catadioptrics) 
Catadioptric telescopes have combined the best fea-
tures of other types into very compact, lightweight 
instruments. They use both mirrors and lenses, re-
sul ng in telescopes only about twice as long as 
they are wide. Unlike the basic refractor and reflec-
tor, these telescopes are dis nctly modern 20th 
century designs. 
 
The features are many - the closed tube, light-
weight, rugged designs are easily portable, and their 
op cal performance is nearly equal to other tele-
scope types. Li le if any maintenance or alignment 
is required. Like refractors, catadioptric telescopes 
can be used either astronomically or terrestrially. 

Reflector Pros: 
• Lowest cost per inch of aperture compared to 

refractors and catadioptrics since mirrors can 
be produced at less cost than lenses in medium 
to large apertures. 

• Available in a wide range of apertures (from 76 
mm to 32 inches!): 

− Excellent for faint deep sky objects such as 
remote galaxies, nebulae, and star clus-
ters. 

• Low in op cal aberra ons and deliver very 
bright images due to the generally fast focal ra-

os (f/4 to f/8). 



The lightweight op cal assembly for apertures un-
der 10-inches allows very strong mounts to be made 
very light in weight. Camera adapters and many var-
ied accessories are widely available. 
 
The only significant disadvantage is just what might 
be expected - with the excep on of apochroma c 
refractors, compound telescopes cost more than 
other telescopes of equal aperture. 
 
In Schmidt-Cassegrains, the most common type of 
catadioptric telescope, light enters through a thin 
aspheric Schmidt correc ng lens (called a corrector 
plate), then strikes the spherical primary mirror and 
is reflected back up the tube and intercepted by a 
small secondary mirror which reflects the light out 
an opening in the rear of the instrument where the 
image is formed at the eyepiece. The SCT design was 
made commercially economical due to the op cal 
produc on innova ons of Tom Johnson at Celestron 
Interna onal in the early 1960's. His techniques for 
producing the complex-curved Schmidt corrector 
plate were the founda on for every major manufac-
turer in the business today. 

ing. Large diameter models are very difficult to man-
ufacture and take a long me to reach thermal sta-
bility at night, but can rival apochroma c refractors 
with high-contrast views of the planets.  

The Maksutov-Cassegrain telescope is perhaps best 
known due to the introduc on of the Questar tele-
scope in the 1950's. The “Mak,” introduced by Dmit-
ry Dmitrievich Maksutov in 1944, uses a deeply-
curved, thick front corrector lens, with a reflec ve 
spot on the corrector ac ng as the secondary mir-
ror. The most popular Maksutov telescopes today 
are 90mm in diameter. Spo ng scope models are 
used for both astronomical and terrestrial observ-

Schmidt-Cassegrain Pros: 
• Considered by some to be the best all-around, 

all-purpose telescope design. Combines the op-
cal advantages of both lenses and mirrors 

while canceling their disadvantages: 
− Excellent op cs with razor sharp images 

over a reasonably wide field. 
− Good for lunar, planetary and binary star 

observing. 
− Good for deep sky observing or astropho-

tography. 

• Closed tube design reduces image degrading air 
currents. 

• Most are extremely compact and portable. 

• Durable and virtually maintenance free. 

• Large apertures are less expensive than equiva-
lent aperture apochroma c refractors. 

 
Schmidt-Cassegrain Cons: 
• More expensive than Newtonians of equal aper-

ture. 

• Slight light loss due to secondary mirror ob-
struc on compared to refractors and most re-
flec ng telescopes. 

• Takes longer for op cs to reach thermal equilib-
rium as compared to equivalent size reflectors. 

• Image can shi  when focusing - especially in 
apertures over 10 inches. 



• Narrow field-of-view compared to fast Newtoni-
ans (f/4 – f/8). 

• Larger apertures (10 inches and up) are a pre y 
heavy. 

 
Telescope Mounts 
A mount can account for at least half the cost of a 
telescope system. The best op cs in the world are 
useless without a good, sturdy mount (especially 
when used for astrophotography). An astronomical 
telescope requires a much different mount than a 
small terrestrial scope. The two basic types of 
mounts are the altazimuth and equatorial. 
 
Slow mo on controls are a real convenience on any 
non-computerized telescope. You'll be adjus ng the 
aiming of your telescope quite o en, to follow ob-
jects and to find new ones. On a simple telescope, 
you just push the tube to adjust the aim. Slow mo-

on controls let you simply turn a knob to make pre-
cise adjustments, greatly smoothing the movement. 
 
Electric motor drives (clock drives) work along with 
an equatorial mount to drive the telescope across 
the sky at just the right speed to cancel the appar-
ent mo on of the heavens. It's a real surprise to 
most people to see how quickly even a large object 
like the Moon will dri  right out of view, unless a 
motor drive is in use. 

the simplest type of mount, as it is much more intui-
ve for beginners to use when compared to German 

equatorial mounts. No setup alignment is required 
and they are low in cost. Alt-az mounts also have 
the advantage in keeping the eyepiece in a conven-
ient posi on at all mes. Many astronomical re-
frac ng telescopes are used with altazimuth mounts 
today. It is ideal for terrestrial use, although a good 
altazimuth mount with slow mo on controls will 
work very well for astronomy. Many are now motor-
ized or even computerized! 

Altitude-Azimuth Mounts 
The altazimuth (alt-az) mount has two mo ons, al -
tude (up and down) and azimuth (le  and right). It is 

Dobsonian telescopes are very popular since they 
use a rocker-box-style altazimuth mount. In fact, it is 
the rocker-box that makes it a Dobsonian. The tele-
scope itself is a Newtonian reflector. This design was 
made popular by noted amateur astronomer and 
Vedantan monk John 
Dobson. It revolu on-
ized observa onal as-
tronomy by making 
much larger aperture 
telescopes available to 
amateurs.  
 
Mr. Dobson was never 
interested in paten ng 
or profi ng off the design. His goal was to get as 
many telescopes out there as possible, so people 
could share views of the Universe with others. (Read 
more about John Dobson in the February 2014 issue 
of Prime Focus, page 4). Observing through Dobsoni-
an telescopes 18-inches and greater can be very ad-
dic ve and lead to an afflic on known as aperture 
fever, an obsession for a bigger, be er telescope. 
You’ve been warned! 

https://www.kasonline.org/primefocus/2014/PF0214.pdf


Altazimuth Advantages: 
• Lower cost compared to equatorial design. 

• Most compact type of mount. 

• Eyepiece is always in convenient posi on. 

• Easy to use for terrestrial viewing. 
 
Altazimuth Disadvantages: 

• Will only track if motorized/computerized. 

• Must be mounted equatorially (using a wedge) 
in order to be used for astrophotography. 

 
Equatorial Mounts 
Equatorial mounts are designed specifically for as-
tronomical use. As Earth rotates once each day, the 
stars and planets appear to move across the sky. To 
follow a celes al object, the telescope must track a 
curved path at exactly the correct rate. An equatori-
al mount has one axis lted so that it is parallel to 
Earth's axis of rota on. By then simply rota ng the 
telescope in one axis only, objects will appear to sit 
s ll when viewed through the scope. 
 
Fork Mounts are a very popular equatorial mount 
design, being well suited to the short tubes found 
on catadioptric telescopes. The companion equato-
rial wedge lts the 'polar axis' of the telescope to 
line up with the celes al sphere for astronomical 
use. Usually, the base of the fork mount can be 
a ached to the tripod without the wedge for terres-
trial altazimuth opera on or general viewing at 
night. 

German Equatorial Mounts are easily recognized by 
their counterweights extending opposite the op cal 
tube. Refractors and Newtonian reflectors are o en 
found on this kind of mount, and recently some 
Schmidt-Cassegrain designs have again become pop-
ular. 
 
German mounts have a Right Ascension (R.A.) axis 
which is aimed toward Polaris, the North Star, to 
polar align the mount. Once aligned the telescope 
can track the sky using slow-mo on controls or a 
clock drive to rotate the Right Ascension axis. This 
axis allows mo on from east to west. The telescope 
rotates around the mount's declina on (Dec.) axis in 
order to allow movement north and south. 

These mounts func on very well, with the inconven-
ient and some mes awkward counterweight being 
the major drawback to this design. They are much 
easier to polar align and balance compared to fork-
mounted telescopes. 
 
German Mount Advantages: 

• Allows automa c tracking with clock drive. 

• Can use with a variety of op cal tubes. 

• Easy to point to most areas of the sky. 

• Good for astrophotography. 
 
German Mount Disadvantages: 

• Heaviest type of mount. 

• Longer setup me for large telescopes. 



Eyepieces 
Standard eyepieces have a barrel diameter of 1.25-
inches and are interchangeable with all telescope 
models. Eyepieces with 0.965-inch barrel diameters 
are o en of lower quality and have been historically 
included with cheap department store telescopes. 
They should be avoided. 

Some very low power, wide-field eyepieces are sup-
plied in extra-large 2-inch barrels, which have 
breathtaking “porthole in space” performance - if 
your telescope has a suitably-sized diagonal or eye-
piece holder which fits them. Some cost more than 
quality telescopes and can be quite heavy, making 
balance an issue with some telescopes. 
 
Huygens 
The first compound eyepiece was invented by Dutch 
astronomer Chris aan Huygens in the late 1660s. 
Huygens eyepieces contain a pair of plano-convex 
elements. These oculars, commonly supplied with 
department store telescopes, have a narrow field-of
-view and the image quality suffers from spherical 
and chroma c aberra ons, image curvature, and an 
overall lack of sharpness.  What do you expect from 
an eyepiece invented over 360 years ago?  If you’re 
not sure if you own a Huygens eyepiece, check and 
see if an H is etched on the barrel. For instance, an 

H25mm indicates a Huygens eyepiece with a 25mm 
focal length. It’s best to replace it. 
 
Ramsden 
This design was created by Jesse Ramsden in 1782.  
As with the Huygens, a Ramsden eyepiece consists 
of two plano-convex lenses. However, the Ramsden 
elements are flipped so that both convex surfaces 
face each other.  The eye relief is be er, but the ab-
erra ons are as bad as the Huygens style or worse.  
Therefore, like the Huygens, it is probably best to 
pass it by in favor of other designs. 
 
Kellner 
Carl Kellner introduced the first achroma c eyepiece 
in 1849. Based on the Ramsden, the Kellner eyepiec-
es replace the single-element eye lens with a ce-
mented achromat. This greatly reduces most of the 
aberra ons common to Ramsden and Huygens eye-
pieces. Some mes called modified achromats (MA) 
or super-modified achromats (SMA), Kellners fea-
ture fairly good color correc on and edge sharp-
ness, li le curvature, and apparent fields of view 
ranging between 40° and 50°. 
 
Perhaps the greatest drawback of the Kellner design 
is its tendency for internal reflec ons (otherwise 
known as ghost images). Thanks to an reflec on 
op cal coa ngs, this effect is almost eliminated 
when Kellners are used with telescopes 8 inches and 
smaller. 
 
Kellners represent a good buy for budget-conscious 
owners of department store telescopes looking to 
replace Huygens eyepieces. However, Plössl eye-
pieces can be found at very affordable prices today; 
especially on the used market. 
 
RKE 
An RKE eyepiece is an adapta on of a Kellner eye-
piece designed by Dr. David Rank for Edmund Scien-



fic. Instead of using an achroma c eye lens and a 
single-element field lens, the RKE (short for Rank-
modified Kellner Eyepiece) does just the opposite.  
The computer-op mized achroma c field lens and 
single-element eye lens combine to outshine the 
Kellner in just about every respect.  Actually, perfor-
mance of the three-element RKE is most compara-
ble to that of the four-element orthoscopic, with a 
moderate apparent field-of-view (45° for the RKE) as 
well as good color correc on and image clarity.  
Both work well at all focal lengths in all telescopes. 
 
Orthoscopics 
Introduced in 1880 by Ernst Abbe, the orthoscopic 
eyepiece has become a perennial favorite of ama-
teur astronomers. It consists of a cemented triplet 
field lens matched to a single plano-convex eye lens.  
The result is an eyepiece with no chroma c or 
spherical aberra on.  There is also li le evidence of 
ghos ng or curvature of field. Orthos offer flat views 
with apparent fields between 40° and 50° and mod-
erate eye relief that is typically a millimeter or two 
shorter than the focal length. Color transmission 
and contrast are superb, especially when combined 
with today’s op cal coa ngs. Despite their stellar 
performance, only a handful of companies manufac-
ture orthoscopic eyepieces, so they’re a li le hard 
to find. 
 
Erfle 
The Erfle, the granddaddy of all wide-field eyepiec-
es, was originally developed in 1917 by Heinrich Er-
fle for military applica ons.  With apparent fields of 
view ranging between 60° and 75°, it was quickly 
embraced by the astronomical community as well.  
Internally, Erfles consist of either five or six ele-
ments; one variety uses two achromats with a dou-
ble convex lens in between, while a second has 
three achromats. 
 
Erfles give observers an outstanding panoramic view 
of the deep sky. The spacious view takes its toll on 
image sharpness, which suffers from as gma sm 
toward the field’s edge, especially in telescopes with 
fast focal ra os.  Therefore, Erfles are not suited for 
lunar and planetary observing. 
 
Plössl 
One of the most highly regarded eyepieces around 

today, the Plössl features twin close-set pairs of 
doublets for the eye lens and the field lens.  The fi-
nal product is an excellent ocular that is comparable 
to the orthoscopic in terms of color correc on and 
defini on but with a somewhat larger apparent field
-of-view. Ghost images and most aberra ons are 
sufficiently suppressed to create remarkable image 
quality. 
 
Though it was developed in 1860 by Georg Simon 
Plössl, an op cian living in Vienna, Austria, the Plössl 
eyepiece took more than a century to catch on.  
That all changed in 1980 when Tele Vue introduced 
a line of Plössls. Today many companies now offer 
Plössls in a wide range of prices.  In general, you get 
what you pay for though. 

Ultra Wide-Field (i.e. Nagler) 
These hybrid eyepieces were ini ally intended to 
meet the demanding needs of amateurs using 
Schmidt-Cassegrain telescopes and huge Newtonian 
reflectors, but they also work equally well in refrac-
tors and longer focal length reflectors. Most of 
these company-proprietary designs use mul coated 
lenses made from expensive glasses to minimize ab-
erra ons. Other plusses include huge apparent 
fields of view, which let users not only see sky ob-
jects, but experience their grandeur firsthand.  Most 
also offer longer eye relief than other, more generic 
designs, a big help for those forced to wear glasses. 



The disadvantages of the ultra-wide-field eyepieces 
are their price and weight (some telescopes may 
need to be rebalanced). The legendary “Termi-
Nagler” or “Holy Hand Grenade”, the Tele Vue 
31mm Type 5 Nagler eyepiece sells for $698 and 
weighs 2.2 pounds! The newer Tele Vue 21mm 
Ethos eyepiece sells for a whopping $894!!! 

For Example: What is the actual field-of-view of a 
Tele Vue 31mm Nagler eyepiece when used with a 
2,350mm focal length telescope? 

Apparent & Actual Field-of-View 
The apparent field-of-view refers to the eyepiece 
field’s edge-to-edge angular diameter as seen by the 
observer’s eye. Generally, it is best to select eye-
pieces with at least a 40° apparent field because of 
the exaggerated tunnel-vision effect through any-
thing less. An apparent field in excess of 60° gives 
the illusion of staring out the porthole of a space-
ship! 
 
By knowing both the eyepiece’s apparent field 
(typically specified by the manufacturer) and magni-
fica on, we can calculate just how much sky can 
squeeze into the ocular at any one me. This is 
known as the actual or true field-of-view, and can be 
approximated from the following formula: 

For reference, the Full Moon is about ½° in angular 
diameter. 
 
Telescope Accessories 
 
Barlow Lenses 
An extremely useful tool every amateur astronomer 
should have is a Barlow lens. The Barlow lens was 
invented by Peter Barlow (1776-1862), an English 
writer on pure and applied mathema cs.  A Barlow 
lens is a concave lens that when placed between a 
telescope’s objec ve lens or mirror and the eye-
piece, will increase the magnifica on of the tele-
scope. 

A Barlow lens will connect directly to your eye-
piece. The most common Barlow is the 2× Barlow.  A 
2× Barlow will double the magnifica on of the eye-
piece it is a ached to. For example, if you are using 
a 20mm eyepiece on a telescope with a 1,000mm 
focal length, you would have 50× magnifica on. If 
you a ach a 2× Barlow lens to that eyepiece you will 



double the effec ve magnifica on of that eyepiece 
to 100×. 
 
One of the greatest advantages of a Barlow lens is 
that it will not only double the magnifica on – it will 
effec vely double your eyepiece collec on!  If you 
had a 32mm, 26mm, and 10mm for example, adding 
a 2× Barlow would be like owning a 32mm, 26mm, 
16mm, 13mm, and 5mm. A Barlow is much more 
cost effec ve, as it is usually less than the price of 
one eyepiece! 
 
Powermates 
Tele Vue Op cs’ Powermates look very much like 
Barlow lenses and perform the same end result − 
providing increased magnifica on. However, tradi-

onal Barlows are two-element devices containing a 
nega ve doublet. The nega ve doublet causes the 
light rays to diverge as they exit the Barlow. This in 
turn causes the exit pupil to move outward and can 
cause vigne ng, a reduc on in image brightness at 
the edges of the field-of-view, in long focal length 
eyepieces. Powermates use a posi ve field lens to 
redirect field rays. The result is an exit pupil that 
stays where the eyepiece designer intended and re-
solves the issue with vigne ng, providing an evenly 
illuminated field.  

Finderscopes 
Finderscopes are small, low-power, wide-field re-
frac ng telescopes mounted piggyback on the main 
telescope. Their sole purpose is to help the observer 
aim the main telescope toward its target.  Most ex-
perienced observers agree that the smallest useful 
size for a finderscope is 8×50. Most finderscopes 
display an upside-down image, but some are availa-
ble that give a corrected image. Finders with a varia-
ble illuminator (as shown below) make it easier to 
see the crosshairs in the dark. If you plan on doing 
astrophotography at some point then you might 
want to consider choosing a finderscope that can 
double as a guidescope (more on this in Part 5). 

One-Power Finders 
Many amateur astronomers have replaced their op-

cal finderscopes with a reflex or one-power finder, 
while others use them together. They allow the ob-
server to quickly and accurately place an object in 
the telescope’s field-of-view using most of eyepiec-
es without having to figure out exactly where in the 
sky the op cal finder is poin ng. Basic one-power 
finders project a red dot, while others use a series of 
concentric circles. Owners of all non-computerized 
telescopes (especially Dobsonians) should strongly 
consider using a one-power finder. 
 
Red Dot Finders 
A red dot finder is a simple, but efficient point-
where-you-want-to-go device for finding celes al 
objects. They superimpose a ny, LED-powered red 
dot at infinity on the sky. When aligned with your 
telescope's field-of-view, the dot shows you exactly 
where your telescope is pointed. It's easier than a 



standard finderscope because what you see through 
the red dot finder is a non-magnified, naked-eye 
view of the sky that is correctly oriented, not upside 
down. The brightness of the dot can be adjusted to 
suit your preference. Thumbwheels allow posi on-
ing of the dot horizontally and ver cally for precise 
alignment with the main telescope. 

Rigel QuikFinder 
The QuikFinder is a ver cal version of the Tel-Rad 
that projects an adjustable-brightness 0.5° diameter 
red circle onto an angled window.  Unlike the other 
one-power finders, the QuikFinder’s red circle can 
be set to pulse off and on (this feature is available as 
an op on for the Tel-Rad). Because of the QuikFind-
er’s compact size, it is be er suited for use with gi-
ant binoculars or small telescopes such as short fo-
cal length refractors. 

Tel-Rad 
Perhaps the handiest device ever invented for the 
telescope, Tel-Rads are a one-power (no magnifica-

on) heads-up display, appearing to project a red 
bull's-eye onto the night sky. This target makes find-
ing celes al objects extremely easy. The Tel-Rad fits 
on almost any scope and is a highly recommended 
accessory. Laminated books are available which 
show how to align the Tel-Rad circle against the na-
ked-eye stars to find deep sky objects. 

Filters 
 
Colored Planetary Filters 
Colored planetary filters are essen al for the obser-
va on of surface detail on the Moon and planets 
that is o en virtually invisible without filtra on. 
Most are inexpensive and can be purchased in sets 
to save even more. Please see page 19 for a lis ng 
of all colored filters available and a breakdown of 
the features they will enhance. 

https://www.sky-spot.com/charts.htm


Deep Sky or Nebula Filters 
Light pollu on reduc on filters (also called nebula 
filters) come in three varie es: 
 
Broadband: Widest bandwidth and brightest image 
but least amount of blocking light pollu on. Exam-
ples: Lumicon Deep Sky, Orion Sky Glow, and Thou-
sand Oaks LP1. 
 
Narrowband: Narrow bandpass in green visual spec-
trum.  Darkens sky further, with more drama c con-
trast between sky and nebula. A good general-
purpose filter for emission nebula. Examples: Lumi-
con UHC, Orion Ultrablock, Thousand Oaks LP2. 
 
Line:  Oxygen III (or OIII) is most popular - has a very 
narrow band-pass centered on green doubly ionized 
oxygen emission lines. Highest contrast and maxi-
mum blocking of light pollu on.  Good for planetary 
nebulae and supernova remnants. 

used and thrown away. For observing sunspots, one 
of the best solar filters on the market is the Baader 
Planetarium Filter, available from Kendrick Astro 
Instruments. They show the Sun in a natural white 
color, which also allows the use of colored filters to 
bring out different details. Thousand Oaks Op cal 
uses their own Solarite material they say will never 
develop pinholes or scratches. This material gives a  
yellow-orange solar image, which many prefer for 
photographic purposes as well as visual use. 

Solar Filters 
A proper solar filter is made to fit snugly over the 
front of your telescope, where it reduces the inten-
sity of sunlight before in enters the tube. Filters are 
made of glass or a silvery Mylar-like material that 
blocks 100% of ultraviolet and infrared light and 
99.999% of the Sun’s visible light, allowing safe 
views our local star for extended periods of me. 
Sun filters that came with department store tele-
scopes and thread onto eyepieces should NOT be 

Hydrogen-alpha solar filters and telescopes are fairly 
expensive, but allow you to observe filaments and 
prominences that can change in a ma er of 
minutes. Lunt Solar Systems and Coronado (now 
owned by Meade) manufacture some of the best H-
alpha filters and solar telescopes around today.  
Coronado’s Personal Solar Telescope (PST) is a dedi-
cated H-alpha telescope and costs $800 (the KAS 
owns one to loan to members)! Lunt also sells a 
dedicated 40mm H-alpha telescope for $675. 



Dew Prevention 
Dew occurs when the actual air temperature falls to 
the dew point. At the dew point, water condenses 
out of the air to form droplets. If the dew point is 
below freezing, frost forms instead of dew. These 
droplets like to form on telescope op cs and ruin a 
night of observing. 
 
It's a problem that all amateur astronomers must 
face, regardless of their choice of telescope type. 
Refrac ng and catadioptric telescopes are at the 
greatest disadvantage to dew because of their ex-
posed glass surfaces. Reflectors typically do not 
have as much of a problem with dew on the primary 
mirror (since it is deep inside the op cal tube), but 
their secondary mirrors can experience dew prob-
lems. The following ps will help you win your fight 
against dew. 

Commercial dew controllers and heaters are also 
available from companies like Astrozap, Kendrick, 
and Thousand Oaks that will gently heat your op cs 
to just above the dew point, so dew does not form. 
While dew heaters can be an expensive solu on, 
they work very well. They will almost en rely banish 
dew from your observing sessions, leaving you more 

me to actually use your telescope. 

Anti-Dew Accessories 
The first and most inexpensive method of pre-
ven ng dew forma on is to block heat's path to the 
sky. This is commonly done using a dew shield.  Dew 
shields are a par cularly useful tool for those with 
refractors or compound scopes having corrector 
plates. Refractors have shields built in, but dew 
shields for catadioptric telescopes can be purchased 
or made at home. If you don't want to spend a 
bunch of money on one, you can make one using 
just some flexible foam (i.e., a sleeping bag pad) and 
a few other simple supplies. Basically, it is just a 
tube, about 1.5 mes as long as its diameter. Dew 
shields can also help prevent stray light from enter-
ing your telescope, so they’re good to use if you 
have dew issues or not. 

If you don't want to spend any money, there are 
passive methods of preven ng dew. One of these is 
to set up your telescope on higher ground, on top of 



a hill for example. Colder air tends to se le in low 
spots and will more likely be below dew point, so 
stay high and dry. Also, a slight breeze is helpful in 
preven ng dew as it keeps the air mixed. For lack of 
a breeze, you can also use a small fan, much like the 
small fans mounted on some commercial Dobsoni-
ans and Newtonians. Even using a window fan can 
help to keep the air mixed. 

Purchasing Advice 
• Educate yourself. Read the books recommend-

ed in Part 2 of the lecture series. 

• Join your local astronomy club and a end their 
observing sessions. Seeing a telescope online or 
even on the showroom floor will tell you very 
li le about a telescope’s capabili es. The best 
way to understand what the various types of 
telescopes can do is to look through them. 

• Take advantage of your club’s telescope loan 
program (if applicable). 

• A end star par es and astronomy conven ons/ 
trade shows (see a par al list in the Star Party 
sec on of our Astroweb Yellow Pages). 

• NEVER, EVER buy a telescope at a department 
store. They are all - without excep on - JUNK! 

• Purchase a telescope from a reputable dealer 
and/or a knowledgeable salesperson. 

 
In Conclusion 
Above all, choose a telescope that seems to fit your 
lifestyle and personality. Do not worry too much 
about specifica ons and other technical details. If 
you choose a reputable brand, and use common 
sense in picking a telescope that appeals to you, you 
won't go wrong. Just remember that... 

Tel-Rads are also known for dewing up rapidly, so if 
you cover them with a tube of foam or similar, it will 
help to prevent dew. Covering objects so they can't 
see the dark sky is the most effec ve way of pre-
ven ng dew, so put your finder's caps back on when 
you’re not using it, for example. 

https://www.kasonline.org/astroweb.html#sp


Colored Planetary Filter Breakdown 

#8 Light Yellow: Useful in observing red 
and orange-colored phenomena in the 
belts of Jupiter and in enhancing the 
level of observable detail of small orange
-red zonal features within the belts of 
the planet. Increases contrast of maria 
on Mars.  

#11 Yellow-Green: Contrasts well with 
the red and blue characteris cs of sur-
face features on Jupiter and Saturn. 
Darkens the maria visible on Mars, and 
clarifies the Cassini division in Saturn's 
rings.  

#12 Yellow: Contrasts strongly with blue
-colored features on Jupiter and Saturn, 
while enhancing red and orange fea-
tures. Lightens red-orange features on 
Mars, while reducing or blocking the 
transmission, and thereby increasing the 
contrast, of blue-green areas.  

#21 Orange: Use on Jupiter and Saturn 
to enhance detail in the belts and polar 
regions. Sharpens boundaries between 
yellow-orange areas and blue-green re-
gions on Mars, resul ng in a darkening 
of edge-detail in the maria.  

#23A Light Red:  On telescopes of 6" 
aperture and larger the #23A does ap-
proximately the same func ons as the 
#21 filter, but with stronger contrast and 
enhancement of marginally defined blue
-green surface detail. Useful primarily on 
Jupiter, Saturn, and Mars.  

#25 Red: Strongly blocks the transmis-
sion of blue and blue-green wave-
lengths, resul ng in very sharply defined 
contrast between, for example, blue-

nted cloud forma ons on Jupiter and 
the lighter-toned features of the disc. 
Also useful for the delinea on of the 
Mar an polar ice caps and maria.  

#38A Dark Blue: Increases contrast be-
tween the reddish belt structures and 
enhance detail of Jupiter’s Red Spot.  
Also useful for the study of dust storms 
on Mars, as well as Saturn’s belt struc-
ture. Increases contrast of subtle cloud 
markings on Venus.  

#47 Violet:  Useful for the study of Mar-
an polar cap regions and for the obser-

va on of occasional phenomena in the 
upper atmosphere of Venus. Enhances 
contrast between the rings of Saturn. 
Use only on telescopes of 8" aperture 
and larger.  

#56 Light Green: Excellent for the obser-
va on of Mar an polar ice caps as well 
as yellow- nted dust storms on the Mar-

an surface. Increases contrast of the 
red and blue regions in Jupiter's atmos-
phere as well as in the cloud belts.  

#58A Green: Use on telescopes 8" and 
larger to reject blue and red-toned struc-
tures on the surface of Jupiter and 
thereby increase their contrast rela ve 
to lighter parts of the disc. Also use for 
the enhancement of Saturn's cloud belts 
and polar regions. Strongly increases 
contrast of Mars' polar ice caps.   

#80A Blue: A popular filter for the study 
of Jupiter and Saturn. Enhances contrast 
of rilles and festoons in Jupiter's cloud 
belts, as well as details of the Red Spot. 
Brings out detail in Saturn's belts and 
polar phenomena.  

#82A Light Blue: Useful on the Moon, 
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, this subtle 
pale blue filter enhances areas of low 
contrast while avoiding significant reduc-

on of overall image brightness.  



Some Recommended Observing Books  

Deep-Sky Companion Series by Stephen James O’Meara 

Published by Cambridge University Press 

Annals of the Deep Sky Series 

Published by AAS Sky Publishing/Willmann-Bell 

The Night Sky Observer’s Guide Series 

Published by AAS Sky Publishing/Willmann-Bell 


